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It is shown that if t ~ 3, then no subgroup of SLit, Z) of finite index is free (in fact is not even the 
free produ c t of cyc li c groups). Here SL(t, Z ) is the multiplica tive group of t X t matrices over the integers 
o f dete rmina nt 1. 
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It is know n that the class ica l modul ar group f = PSL (2, Z ) possesses man y subgroups which 
are free: In fact (see [4])1 e very normal subgroup of f is free, apart from the three exce ptions 
f, P , f 3, (fp is the fully invariant s ubgroup of f ge nerated b y the pth powers of the ele me nts of 
f). The r eason for thi s is that f is the free product of two cyclic groups, one of order 2 and the other 
of order 3, and the Kuros h subgroup theore m the n implies that a s ubgro up of f is free if and only 
if it contains 'no elements of finite order. Thi s res ult at once implies that e very normal s ub group 
of SL (2, Z) whic h does not co ntain - / mu st be free. 

It is natural to ask if a simular situati on exis ts for the hi gher modular groups. The purpose 
of thi s no te is to point out that just th e opposite is true. In fact we will show that no normal subgroup 
nor any s ubgroup of f, = SL(l , Z ) of finite index can be free for t 3 3. 

If n is any positive integer , th en f,(n ) is the principal congruence subgroup of f t of level n; 

that is, th e totality of matri ces A E f t such that A == I mod ii. Epq stands for the tXt matrix with a 
1 in position (p, q) and ° else wh ere. 

The proof makes use of a deep res .. .!lt proved recently by Mennicke [2], and by Bass, Lazard , 
and Serre [1] , toge the r with so me e le mentary re marks on free groups. 

We assume throughout the following that t 3 3. We first prove 
LEMMA 1. Let F be a free group. Then any two commuting elements ofF are each powers of the same 
element of F. 

PROOF. Suppose that x , yare commuting elements of F. Put G= {x, y}. The n G is an abelian 
subgroup of F of rank 1 or 2. Furthermore G is free, by the Kurosh subgroup theore m. Thus G can· 
not be of rank 2, since a free group of rank 2 is not abelian. Hence G must be of rank 1 and there· 
fore cyclic: G= {z}. Thus x and yare each powers of z, and the lemm a is proved. 
LEMMA 2. Let n be any positive integer. Put A= I + nE1 2' B = 1+ nE 13. Then A, B are commuting 
elements of ft(n ) which are not powers of the same element C, for any CEft(n). 

PROOF. The fact that A and B are commuting elements of ft(n) is clear, since E I2E I3 = EI3EI2 
=0. Suppose that there is an ele me nt CEft(n) such that A=C", B=Cs, for some integers r, s. 
Then rs oft 0, and A s=BI"=Crs. Since E'f2=EY3=O, we have 

1 Fig ures in brac kets indica te the lite rature references at the e nd of thi s paper. 
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an impossibility. Hence the lemma is proved. 
Clearly, these lemmas imply 

LEMMA 3. 1ft:;'" 3 and n is any positive integer then ft(n) is never free. 
From this lemma we deduce 

THEOREM 1. Suppose that t :;", 3. Then no normal subgroup nor any subgroup of f t of finite index 
is free. 

PROOF. It was shown in [1] and [2] that if G is a subgroup of f, of finite index , then G is a 
congruence group; i.e., G contains ft(n) for some appropriate positive integer n. By Lemma 3 the 
group f,(n) is not free; and so then neither is G. 

It was also shown in the papers referred to above that a normal subgroup G of r, is e ither cen
tral, or of finite index and hence a congruence group. In either case G is not free . This completes 
the proof. 

We remark that a simular argument shows that for t :;", 3, no normal subgroup nor any subgroup 
of finite index of f, can be the free product of cyclic groups. Here the relevant fact is that two 
commuting elements in a free product of cyclic groups must belong to a common cyclic subgroup. 

Final ly, Mennicke has shown in [3] that the symplectic group Sp(2t , Z) also has the "congruence 
subgroup property" for t :;", 2. If we note that 

A=(~ nEIl) B= (I 
I' 0 

are commuting elements of Sp(2t, Z) which are not powers of the same element C of Sp(2t, Z) 
we get 
Theorem 2. Suppose that t:;", 2. Then no normal subgroup nor any subgroup of finite index of 
Sp(2t, Z) is free. 
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